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Abstract: In his ‘lost’ notebook, Ramanujan recorded several P-Q 
identities. In this paper we obtain some new P-Q eta-function identities 
akin to Ramanujan’s and employ them to compute some new values for 
Ramanujan-Weber class invariant. 
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1. Introduction  
In Chapter 16, of his Second Notebook [5] Ramanujan develops theory of 











If we set τπiiziz eqqebqea === −    and   , 22  where z is complex and Im (τ ) > 0, then 
),(:),( 3 τϑ zbaf = , where ),(3 τϑ z  denotes one of the classical theta-functions in its 












































∞−= );(:)( 2qqqχ , 
where  







Note that ),(:)( 24/1 zqqf η=−  where τπieq 2=  and  η denotes the Dedekind eta-
function.  
On page 55 of his ‘lost’ notebook [6, p.55] Ramanujan has recorded several 


























































































































































































QP .     (1.5) 
Proofs of (1.2) and (1.5) can be found in [2,pp.221, 242].  
The main objective of this paper is to establish several new P-Q eta-
function identities similar to those of Ramanujan’s in the theory of signature 2 and 
4. Some of Ramanujan’s modular equations are the key ingradients in our proofs. 
Using our P-Q eta-function identities we also establish some interesting 
evaluations of Ramanujan-Weber class invariants which are defined as  
)(2: 24/14/1 qqgn −= −− χ        (1.6)  
and  
)(2: 24/14/1 qqGn χ−−= .        (1.7) 
2.  Preliminary results  












































where r = 2,3,4,6 and 0 < x < 1. 
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n ,        (2.1) 
where r = 2, 3, 4, or 6. Then a modular equation of degree n in theory of elliptic 
functions of signature r is a relation between α and β induced by (2.1). We often 





rZrm =  is called the multiplier. We 
also use the notations ):()(: 11 αα rZZZ == and ):()(: ββ rZZZ nn == to indicate 
that β has degree n over α. When the context is clear, we omit the argument r in 
rq , Z(r) and m (r). 
In the following theorems we collect the various results belonging to 
Ramanujan’s classical and alternative theories, needed for proving the main 
results.  
Theorem 2.1. If 10 << x , then  
(i) 12/124/14/124/1 )1(2)( xxZqfq −=− −  ,         (2.2) 









1 )4(: 12  
(iii) If β has degree 3 over α, then  
1)}1)(1({4)}1)(1{()( 4/12/12/1 =−−+−−+ βααββααβ ,      (2.4) 
(iv) If β has degree 5 over α, then  
2/12/1 )}1)(1{()( βααβ −−+  
1))}1)(1{()(()}1)(1({8 6/16/16/1 =−−+−−+ βααββααβ ,      (2.5) 
(v) If β has degree 7 over α, then  
4/12/12/1 )}1)(1({20)}1)(1{()( βααββααβ −−+−−+  
1))}1)(1{()(()}1)(1({28 4/14/18/1 =−−+−−+ βααββααβ ,     (2.6) 
and 
(vi) If β has degree 11 over α, then 
4/12/12/1 )}1)(1({68)}1)(1{()( βααββααβ −−+−−+  
))}1)(1{()(()}1)(1({16 3/13/112/1 βααββααβ −−+−−+     
1))}1)(1{()(()}1)(1({48 6/16/16/1 =−−+−−+ βααββααβ .       (2.7) 
Proof. For proofs of (2.2) and (2.3), see [3, p.148]; for proofs of (2.4)-(2.7) see [3,  
pp. 153-155].  
Theorem 2.2  
(i) If 0,,2 >= βαπαβ , then 
)(  )(  2412/2412/ ββαα βα −−−− −=− efeefe ,             (2.8) 
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(ii) ( ) 8/12/18/1 )1(2 )( xxZqq −=− −ψ ,         (2.9) 
(iii) 4/1124/1 2 )( xZqq −=ψ ,        (2.10) 
(iv) 24/16/16/124/1 )1(2 )( xxZqfq −=− − ,       (2.11) 
(v) ( ) 12/13/1212/1 )1(2 )( xxZqfq −=− − ,       (2.12) 








1)2(: 12 ,       (2.13) 
(vii) If β has degree 3 over α, then  
1)}1)(1{()( 4/14/1 =−−+ βααβ ,       (2.14) 
(viii) If β has degree 5 over α, then  
1)}1)(1(16{2)}1)(1{()( 6/12/12/1 =−−+−−+ βααββααβ ,    (2.15) 
(ix) If β has degree 7 over α, then  
1)}1)(1{()( 8/18/1 =−−+ βααβ ,       (2.16) 
(x) If β has degree 11 over α, then 
1)}1)(1(16{2)}1)(1{()( 12/14/14/1 =−−+−−+ βααββααβ ,    (2.17) 
and  
(xi) If β has degree 23 over α, then 
1)}1)(1({2)}1)(1{()( 24/13/28/18/1 =−−+−−+ βααββααβ .    (2.18) 
Proof. For a proof of (2.8), see [1, Entry 27 (iii), Ch.16, p.43]; for proofs of (2.9)-
(2.13), see [1, Entries 11 (ii), (iii), 12 (ii), (iii), (iv), Ch.17, pp.123-124]; for proofs 
 7
of (2.14)-(2.16), see [1, Entries 5(ii), 13(i) and 19(i), Ch.19, pp. 230, 280, 314]; for 
proofs of (2.17) and (2.18), see [1, Entries 7(i) and 15(i), Ch.20, pp.363, 411]. 
3.  P-Q modular equations  
In this section we establish several P-Q eta-function identities of which 
some of them are new to the litarature. Our proof consists in elementary algebraic 
manipulation of modular equation in the theory of signature 2 and 4. 
Theorem 3.1  If  
)(
)(    224/1 qfq
qfP −
−=  and  
)(



























































































































































PQ .      (3.5) 
Proof of (3.2). Let  
)(
)(2       and   
)(









−= .      (3.6) 





322322344344     )( )( )( )(4)( )()( )( ZZqcqcqbqbqcqcqbqb =++ ,  















































































PQ .  
Squaring bothsides of the above identity and after some simplification, we obtain 
the required result. 
Proof of (3.3). Using (2.1), (2.2) and (3.6) in (2.5), we see that  





53/83/853/43/4 )}( )( )( )( ZZqcqcqbqb =+ ,  


































































































PQ .  
Squaring bothsides of the above identity, we obtain (3.3)  
Proofs of the identities (3.4) and (3.5) are similar to the proofs of (3.2) and 
(3.3) except that in place of (2.4) and (2.5) we employ (2.6) and (2.7) respectively.  












































































Q .           (3.9) 
Proof of (3.8). Let  
)(











−= .    (3.10) 
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33  )( )()( )( ZZqCqCqBqB =+ , 










































































After some simplification of the above identity, we obtain (3.8).  
Similarly one can prove (3.9) on using (2.16). 



















































































PQ .         (3.13)  
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ψ =−= .     (3.14) 





33 )()()()( ZZqEqEqDqD =+ ,  































Replacing q to –q in the above identity and then using (3.10) with n = 3 in the 
resulting identity, we obtain  
( ) ( ) 4/1834/18232 16164 ++=+ QPQP . 
After some simplification of the above identity, we obtain (3.12).  
Similarly we can prove (3.13) on using (2.16).  
In the following theorem we establish five P-Q eta-function identities with 
4 moduli. In what follows Im (z) >0, and Q: = Q (z) = P (2z) always. 
Theorem 3.4. We have  











































Proof. Proofs of the five identities being similar, for brevity we prove only (3.15). 

















Using (3.15) in the above identity, we obtain the required result.  
In the proofs of the identities (3.16)-(3.19), modular equations (2.15)-(2.18) 





4. Some new evaluations of Ramanujan - Weber class invariants gn and 
Gn 
Ramanujan has recorded several explicit evaluations of gn and Gn in his 
first and second notebooks. A table of all values of gn and Gn recorded by 
Ramanujan can be found in [3, pp.189-204]. J. M. Borwein and P. B. Borwein [4, 
pp.145-149] have derived a formula connecting gn and g9n, as well as a formula 
relating Gn and G9n. Borweins [4, pp.145-146] have also derived formulas 
connecting G81n with Gn and G9n, and g81n with gn and g9n. B. C. Berndt [3, pp.205, 
207] has also proved the connecting formula for G9n with Gn, and g9n with gn using 
one of the modular equation of degree 3[1, p.231]. 
In this section first we restate Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in terms of gn and Gn 
which gives us formulas connecting gn and gkn, for k = 9, 25, 49, 121, and Gn with 
Gkn, for k = 9, 25, 49, 121. 
Theorem 4.1. we have  
























⎡ + ,         (4.1)  








































































⎡ ++ ,       (4.3)  
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⎡ + ,      (4.5)  





































































⎡ ++ .     (4.6)  
Theorem 4.2. we have  
























⎡ − ,        (4.7)  








































































⎡ ++ ,       (4.9)  












































































































































































gGgG .   (4.12)  
Theorem (3.4) can be restated as follows,  
Theorem 4.3.  we have  
(i) 26969494364 ++= nnnnnnnn gggggggg ,       (4.13) 
(ii) 



























++= nnnnnnnn gggggggg ,      (4.15) 
(iv) ( ) }2)4(4{ 22121221212212121211214844 ++++= nnnnnnnnnnnn gggggggggggg ,  (4.16) 
(v) 














++++= .  (4.17) 
Remark: Different proof of (4.1) and (4.7) can be found in [3, pp.205, 207].  
In the following theorem, we determine nmg / on employing Theorem 4.1. 
 16
Theorem 4.4. we have 
(i) 39/2 23 −=g ,         (4.18) 
(ii) 63/2 12 −=g ,           (4.19) 
(iii) 65/2 25 −=g ,           (4.20) 




⎡ −+++= 33 )763(5)763(526/1C ,       
(v) 24 27/2 1)2352497()2352497( −+−+=g ,      (4.22) 
and  
(vi) 1211/2 −=g            (4.23) 







Since 10 9/2 << g , and solving the above equation for 9/2g , we obtain (4.18). 
Proof of (4.19). Putting n = 2/3 in (4.1) and then using (2.8), we deduce that 
163/2 =gg .           (4.24) 
Using the value of 6g in (4.24), we obtain (4.19).  
 
Proof of (4.20). Putting n = 2/5 in (4.2) and using (2.8), we find that  
1105/2 =gg .           (4.25) 
 17
Using the value of 10g we obtain (4.20).  












⎡ + .       (4.26) 
Solving the equation (4.26) and noting that 10 25/2 << g , we obtain (4.21).  
Proof of (4.22). Putting n = 2/7 in (4.3) and then using (2.8), we find that  
1147/2 =gg .           (4.27) 
Using the value of 14g , we obtain (4.22).  
Proof of (4.23). putting n = 2/11 in (4.4) and then using (2.8), we deduce that  
12211/2 =gg .           (4.28) 
Using the value of 22g , we obtain (4.23).  
Using Theorem 4.3, we now compute 
11 // nmnm
gg , where mn = m1n1. 
Theorem 4.5. we have  





−=gg ,         (4.30) 
(iii) 4 233405/8 16)44(44 ++++=gg ,       (4.31) 











++−=gg ,         (4.34) 
(vii) 3358811/8 +=gg ,          (4.35) 











+++−=gg .        (4.38) 







3/22424/8 ++= gggggggg .      (4.39) 
Using (4.24) in (4.39), we obtain (4.29).  
Proof of (4.30). Putting n = 1/6 in (4.13), and then using (4.24), we obtain (4.30).  
Proof of (4.31). Putting n = 2/5 in (4.14), we deduce that  






⎡ ++++= gggggggggggg .  (4.40) 
Using (4.25) in (4.40), we obtain (4.31).  
Proof of (4.32). Putting n = 1/10 in (4.14), and then using (4.25), we obtain (4.32).  














++= gggggggg .     (4.41) 
Using (4.27) in (4.41), we obtain (4.33).  
 19
Proof of (4.34). Putting n = 1/14 in (4.15), and then using (4.27), we obtain (4.34).  











11/22211/28811/8 ++++= gggggggggg .   (4.42) 
Using (4.28) in (4.42), we obtain (4.35).  
Proof of (4.36). Putting n = 1/22 in (4.16), and then using (4.28), we obtain (4.36).  
Proof of (4.37). Using (2.8) in (4.17), we find that  
14623/2 =gg .   







23/24623/24623/210423/8 22)2()2( gggggggggggg ++++= .   (4.43) 
Using (4.43) in (4.44), we obtain (4.37).  
Proof of (4.38). Putting n = 1/46 in (4.17), and then using (4.43), we obtain (4.38).  
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